Monkey Mischief
Starlight Star Baby Quilt
Fabric Designed by Marie Cole

Finished Quilt Size: 37 ½” x 45”

A Free Project Sheet from
Henry Glass & Co., Inc.
Quilt Center:

Use ¼" seams and press as arrows indicate throughout.

1. Assemble two 2" x 24 ½" orange texture strips and the 17 ½" x 24 ½" multi animal patches rectangle as shown. Unit should measure 20 ½" x 24 ½". Make one. (Fig. 1)

2. Assemble two 2" x 20 ½" orange texture strips and the unit from step one as shown. Quilt Center should measure 20 ½" x 27 ½". Make one. (Fig. 2)

Cutting Instructions:

Please note: all strips are cut across the width of fabric (WOF) from selvage to selvage unless noted below.

From Yellow Texture, cut:
- (12) 2 ⅝" squares
- (24) 2 ½" squares
- (2) 1 ½" x 41 ½" strips
- (2) 1 ½" x 36 ½" strips
- (2) 1 ½" x 34 ½" strips
- (2) 1 ½" x 27 ½" strips
- (14) 1 ½" x 6 ½" rectangles

From Multi Animal Patches, cut:
- (1) 17 ½" x 24 ½" rectangle

From Blue Animal Toss, cut:
- (4) 6 ½" squares

From Orange Animal Toss, cut:
- (2) 6 ½" squares

From Green Monkey Toss, cut:
- (2) 6 ½" squares

From Cream Dots, cut:
- (4) 6 ½" squares

From Green Texture, cut:
- (12) 2 ⅛" squares
- (6) 2 ½" squares

From Orange Texture, cut:
- (2) 2" x 24 ½" strips
- (2) 2" x 20 ½" strips

From Blue Chevron, cut:
- (6) 2 ½" x Length of Fabric strips (binding)
5. Assemble one 6 ½” blue animal toss square, three 1 ½” x 6 ½” yellow texture rectangles, one 6 ½” cream dots square, one 6 ½” orange animal toss square and one friendship block as shown. Pay close attention to direction of fabric so all directional prints face up when attached to quilt. (Look at cover quilt when laying out row.) Side inner border unit should measure 6 ½” x 27 ½”. Repeat one more time. Make two. (Fig. 7)

6. Assemble one side border unit and one 1 ½” x 27 ½” yellow texture strip as shown. Pay close attention to direction of fabric so all directional prints face up when attached to quilt. (Look at cover quilt when laying out row.) Side inner border should measure 7 ½” x 27 ½”. Repeat one more time. Make two. (Fig. 8)

7. Assemble two friendship blocks, four 1 ½” x 6 ½” yellow texture rectangles, one 6 ½” blue animal toss square, one 6 ½” cream dots square and one 6 ½” green monkey toss square as shown. Pay close attention to direction of fabric so all directional prints face up when attached to quilt. (Look at cover quilt when laying out row.) Top and bottom inner border unit should measure 6 ½” x 34 ½”. Repeat one more time. Make two. (Fig. 9)

8. Assemble one top and bottom border unit and one 1 ½” x 34 ½” yellow texture strip as shown. Pay close attention to direction of fabric so all directional prints face up when attached to quilt. (Look at cover quilt when laying out row.) Top and bottom inner border should measure 7 ½” x 34 ½”. Repeat one more time. Make two. (Fig. 10)

9. Attach side inner borders. Attach top and bottom inner borders. (Fig. 11)

10. Attach side outer borders using 1 1/2” x 41 1/2” yellow texture strips. Attach top and bottom outer borders using 1 1/2” x 36 1/2” yellow texture strips. (Fig. 12)

Finishing:
1. Piece 2 1/2” blue chevron strips end to end for binding.
2. Quilt and bind as desired.
Monkey Mischief - Starlight Star Baby

Project designed by It's Sew Emma

Fabrics in the Collection

Finished Quilt Size: 36 ½” x 43 ½”
Finished Block Size: 6” x 6”

6134-136 Multi Animal Patches
6135-11 Blue Animal Toss
6135-33 Orange Animal Toss
6135-44 Yellow Animal Toss
6136-11 Blue Monkey Toss
6136-44 Yellow Monkey Toss
6136-66 Green Monkey Toss
6137-16 Blue Chevron
6137-43 Yellow Chevron
6138-136 Multi Monkey Boxes
6139-16 Cream Dots
6139-33 Brown Dots
6140-33 Orange Texture
6140-44 Yellow Texture
6140-66 Green Texture
6141-136 Multi Book Panel
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